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This investigation sought to determine how seventh-grade social studies teachers

perceive TAAS objectives for social studies, language arts, and mathematics and how

they apply them in the classroom. A detailed questionnaire was submitted to fifty

teachers in the Dallas metropolitan area; a 72 percent. return was received.

Though teachers expressed a favorable attitude toward emphasizing the higher-

level thinking objectives, many indicated that their lesson plans and teaching methods

have remained unchanged in the past year. The data suggests that teachers want and need

additional training and teaching resources to satisfy the call for incorporating

performance-based assessment into the classroom curriculum. TAAS standards cannot

drive the intended curriculum improvements without a model for reorienting instructional

practices.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Statement of the Problem

This study was conducted to ascertain how seventh grade social studies teachers

apply the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) objectives to the classroom

curriculum.

Purposes of the Study

The following research objectives provided the major focus of this study:

1. To determine how frequently teachers emphasize each of the ten TAAS social

studies objectives during the 1993-1994 academic year,

2. To determine how frequently teachers emphasize certain TAAS objectives for

written comprehension, reading comprehension, and mathematics which may be

practiced within the social studies curriculum,

3. To determine which TAAS objectives teachers consider most important and

to discover how they apply specific objectives in the classroom,

4. To determine the role of the textbook and outside resources in meeting the

TAAS objectives, and

5. To identify some pressures teachers may face to increase their emphasis on

TAAS.
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Research Questions

Posed as research questions, the aforementioned purposes are stated as follows:

1. How frequently do teachers emphasize TAAS objectives for the social studies,

written communication, reading comprehension, and mathematics?

2. Which TAAS objectives are stressed most and which are stressed the least in

the classroom?

3. What instructional strategies do the seventh grade teachers use to meet the

TAAS social studies objectives?

4. How dependent are social studies teachers on the classroom textbook and on

outside resources in meeting the TAAS objectives?

5. What pressures do social studies teachers face toward increasing their

emphasis on TAAS?

Background and Significance of the Study

The seventh-grade social studies curriculum was chosen as the focus of this study

for three reasons:

1. A TAAS test on the social studies will be given in the 1993-1994 school

year for the first time to all eighth graders. Though the TAAS social studies

examination will consist only of a series of multiple-choice questions this year,

plans to implement a task performance portion have been set for the 1994-1995

academic year. Seventh grade teachers have been made aware of the performance

skills on which their students will be tested next year and have been in a position
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to prepare students for the performance tasks and the higher-level thinking skills

assessed next year (1994-1995).

2. New TAAS-correlated textbooks for seventh grade social studies (Texas

History) have been adopted for the 1993-1994 academic year. Texas and

Texans, published by Glencoe, stresses critical thinking skills and problem

solving activities throughout the units and chapters; Glencoe also provides a

TAAS Activities booklet which enhances the preparatory materials available in the

textbook. Texas, Our Texas, published by Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

inserts TAAS focuses at the end of each major unit of study.

3. The bulk of the researcher's contacts within the Texas public schools center

around the social studies curriculum and seventh-grade teachers. To maximize the

response rate on the TAAS questionnaire, I selected a set of teachers with whom

I had the greatest rapport and the best chance of receiving usable data.

This thesis signifies a limited attempt at understanding how TAAS currently

affects classroom instruction. When the TAAS program is evaluated several years from

now and a comprehensive analysis of its impact upon classroom instruction is described,

scholars of education will need to understand the initial attempts by public school teachers

to incorporate TAAS objectives into the curriculum. Historians, educators, and social

scientists often express the impact of new social forces by describing a setting before,

during, and after it undergoes change. The following study attempts to capture teachers'

attitudes toward TAAS and their methods of applying its objectives as the Texas public

schools begin to modify-their curriculums to meet the call for increasing higher-order
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thinking skills among public school students.

Limitations of the Study

This study was limited to a sampling of fifty seventh-grade social studies teachers

within three participating independent school districts around the Dallas metropolitan

area.

Definition of Terms

1. TAAS: Used throughout the thesis, this acronym stands for Texas Assessment

of Academic Skills and generally refers to the critical thinking objectives outlined

by the Texas State Board of Education for each subject area in the public schools.

2. Classroom Curriculum: The word curriculum derives from an ancient Latin

term meaning "running course." Today its meaning generally applies to a

"running" sequence of learning experiences. Many education scholars view the

term broadly, pushing curriculum beyond its traditional association with schools

and other institutional learning environments; others restrict the range of

curriculum to the plans for learning which occur within a school setting. In this

work, the connotation of the word curriculum will center around the teacher's

perspective. Classroom curriculum will refer to the ways in which teachers

interpret state education policies (like TAAS) and the methods in which they apply

mandated objectives in the classroom.
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3. Higher-Level Thinking Skills consist only of analysis, synthesis (problem-

solving), and evaluation activities. The phrases higher-level thinking skills,

higher-order thinking skills and critical thinking skills are used interchangeably

throughout the text.

4. Instructional Strategies refer to those methods teachers employ to

communicate one or more learning objectives to the students.

5. Reflective Activities describe assignments which ask students either to apply

content information to a new setting, transform it into an original product, or

reflect on what it means.



CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND OF TAAS AND A REVIEW OF
RELATED LITERATURE

During the past four years, educational reform in Texas has advocated

performance based-assessment devices to assess students' abilities on higher-order

learning tasks. These tasks include reflective essays, original presentations, portfolios of

student work, cooperative learning simulations, and problem-solving activities. Each of

these measurement devices require student applications of content knowledge that are

relevant to real-world problems and/or express student interests.

A primary purpose of implementing performance-based assessment is to upgrade

current teaching methods in the Texas public schools. Many educators feel that past

assessment systems, which have relied on multiple-choice, standardized achievement tests,

have encouraged teachers to cover the subject without requiring students to hone their

analysis, synthesis, and evaluation skills. Advocates of the new performance-based

assessments hope they will elicit instructional practices which emphasize critical thinking.

Eventually, performance-based assessment will be incorporated into the classroom

curriculum by each public school teacher.

TAAS: Origins, Purpose, and Future Plans

Texas enacted reform legislation which advocates performance-based instruction

6
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in 1990 under the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) program. Implemented

in the 1990-1991 school year, TAAS measures academic skills in five content areas and

assesses students' higher-level thinking skills and problem-solving abilities. Its

predecessors, the Texas Assessment of Basic Skills (TABS), implemented from 1980 to

1984, and the Texas Educational Assessment of Minimum Skills (TEAMS), in effect

from 1985 to 1989, measured minimum basic competencies in writing, reading, and

mathematics. Like its predecessors, the primary purpose of TAAS is to provide an

accurate assessment of student achievement in writing, reading, and mathematics. TAAS,

however, adds breadth and depth to the scope of the content area tests (Rogers, 1993).

Individual TAAS tests in language arts, reading, mathematics, science and social studies

broadens the amount of information assessed. Science and social studies examinations

will be administered for the first time in the 1993-1994 academic year. The inclusion of

performance tasks within each of the five content area examinations deepens the

assessment by requiring students to interpret subject matter through a reflective activity.

The inclusion of performance tasks, already comprising a large portion of the written

comprehension test, are being prepared for the 1994-1995 science and social studies

examinations (Texas Education Agency [TEA], 1992b). This year, scores on the reading,

mathematics, science, and social studies tests will be entirely based on answers to a series

of multiple test questions. Next year, however, students must meet performance tasks

in order to pass the TAAS examination.

According to the Texas Education Agency (TEA), performance assessment will

include "meaningful and thought-provoking activities that foster in-depth understanding
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and encourage students to integrate knowledge and skills acquired at different times and

in different contexts" (TEA, 1992b, ii). The tasks may consist of hand-scored open-

ended questions, essays, cooperative group projects, and extended problem-solving

activities. The inclusion of performance tasks is intended to serve better those students

who do not perform well on standardized tests.

The social studies performance assessment will most likely present students with

several visual stimuli (including maps, charts, graphs, video segments, reading passages,

and historical documents, etc.) and ask him or her to write an essay, produce a cartoon,

or compose a response letter as an open-ended activity. The purpose of describing these

planned changes in the format of the TAAS, particularly the social studies examination,

is to highlight the State Board of Education's heavy emphasis on higher-order thinking

skills and problem-solving objectives. The origins and intentions of TAAS will serve as

a yardstick with which to measure the current state of teacher emphasis on critical

thinking and problem-solving among middle school students.

The Texas State Board of Education has written a set of TAAS objectives for each

of the five content areas assessed. These objectives remain constant for each grade level,

because they represent the founding concepts, processes, and skills which apply to all

levels of content instruction, grades 1 through 12. What differs from one grade level to

the next are the essential elements prescribed for each content area. Therefore, the TAAS

objectives neither alter, nor displace, nor conflict with the existing instructional targets.

Instead, they reinforce process and skill as essential components when teachers design and

apply their lesson plans. To compare the TAAS objectives for social studies with the
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Essential Elements for Seventh Grade Texas History see Appendix A.

Currently, administration of the five content area TAAS tests are staggered so that

one grade level is not overwhelmed by the state's assessment methods. During the 1994

spring semester, Grades 3, 5, 7, and 9 will take the reading and mathematics

examinations (TEA, 1994); Grades 4 and 8 will take the written comprehension, science,

and social studies tests; written comprehension assessment is also scheduled for the tenth

graders this school year, with science and social studies components being introduced

during 1994-1995 (TEA, 1992a); eleventh-grade students will take an exit level test based

on a combination of content knowledge and learning skills achieved from previous

courses (TEA, 1992b). All TAAS tests measure instructional objectives that should have

been mastered in previous grades. For example, the Grade 8 social studies test will

measure higher-order thinking skills developed within the content area programs in grades

6, 7, and 8.

State law mandates that high school students must pass the criterion-referenced exit

level test in order to be eligible for a Texas high school diploma (TEA, 1992a). As of

the 1993-1994 academic year, TAAS is the state testing program used to satisfy the

mandated graduation requirement. It is intended that students have several opportunities

to pass the exit level test during their junior and senior years.

Passing standards since the 1991-1992 school year have been set at seventy

percent. of the items correct for all tests. On the writing performance task, and on future

task performance portions of the science and social studies tests, the State Board of

Education requires that students obtain at least a 2 rating on a scale of 1 to 4. Responses
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that are minimally successful at addressing the writing task and which present ideas with

limited elaboration receive the rating of two. The State Board of Education also

mandates that remedial instruction must be offered for students who do not pass one or

more subject tests. The method of providing remediation, however, is left up to the

school districts, and oftentimes the schools themselves, to design, implement, and assess.

TAAS results are now being used to rate school districts and schools within a

district (Lewis, 1993; TEA, 1992a). In 1993, the Texas Legislature ordered a tough

accountability system for the public schools, calling for schools and districts to be judged

on three criteria: student achievement on the TAAS, dropout rates, and attendance. Their

performances are then categorized as either an exemplary, recognized, acceptable,

unacceptable, or low-performing campus. The low-performing designation identifies

those schools in which twenty percent. or fewer of the tested students passed TAAS. The

unacceptable rating is given to schools which meet one of the following criteria: a total

student population dropout rate of 6 percent. or higher; eighty percent. or more of any

student group, such as an ethnic group or low income students, fail TAAS when that low-

performing group comprises more than 20 percent. of the total school population; or the

dropout rate for any student group equals or exceeds 6 percent. The Texas legislature

requires a public hearing and an improvement plan for each school labelled unacceptable

or low-performing. Clearly, TAAS scores play an important role in sorting the Texas

public schools into a new hierarchical rating system.
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Spotlight on the Middle: Understanding the Reasoning Behind TAAS

The call for a comprehensive ranking system and for a stronger emphasis on

higher-order thinking skills was issued by the Texas Education Agency in September 1991

when their recommendations for middle school reform was first published. Spotlight on

the Middle: Report of the Texas Task Force On Middle School Education outlined nine

goals for achieving greater success in grades six, seven, and eight. The task force

consisted of state education policy makers, teachers, principals, district administrators,

businessmen, community service organizers, and representatives from academia. Though

the members focused on producing a comprehensive reform plan, only two areas of their

report directly concern the scope of this thesis: curriculum development and

research/development/evaluation.

The middle school curriculum advocated in Spotlight stressed the need to develop

critical thinking skills among students; instruction should emphasize mastery of content

rather than coverage of content. Mastery of the basic skills, which the TABS and

TEAMS tests assessed, should be regarded as a first step, rather than the end result, for

all middle school students. According to the task force's vision, teachers should become

facilitators of knowledge rather than providers of lessons. Spotlight's curriculum goals

encourage teachers to emphasize class discussion, higher level questioning activities

(analysis, synthesis, and evaluation), and student ownership.

The task force also advocates the creation of interdisciplinary units to help students

make connections between various subjects. An interdisciplinary approach necessitates

cooperation and collaboration among teachers of different content areas. This idea has
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direct implications for TAAS. Social studies instructors would be encouraged to include

written communication, reading comprehension, and mathematics skills into their

curriculums. For example, a social studies unit aimed at understanding geographical

concepts and information could easily fulfill the TAAS objective for mathematics which

calls for students to analyze or interpret graphs and charts and use the information to

solve problems. The ability to make links across subjects, Spotlight reported, is central

to developing the critical thinking skills emphasized by the essential elements and tested

by TAAS.

Spotlight on the Middle described Teague Middle School in Aldine Independent

School District as a model in improving students' higher-level thinking skills. Every

teacher at Teague is involved in the Writing Across the Curriculum program. Though

English teachers are responsible for student mastery of writing techniques, the other

content area teachers reinforce those skills within their subjects. In social studies, Teague

students write persuasive, instructional, descriptive, and classificatory papers and practice

composition skills which will be tested on the performance task section of the TAAS

examinations. Teague social studies teachers are trained in the program and are drilled

on the TAAS writing objectives. The task force boasts that all of the Teague students

who took the TAAS composition test in 1990 passed.

The implementation of curricula designed to produce active, critical-thinking

middle schools students, also necessitates a new form of assessing school and teacher

performance. The task force advocates a number of campus performance indicators that

measure the progress of their aforementioned curriculum goals. Spotlight cited test
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scores, problem-solving skills, the ability to understand basic principles, synthesize new

information, and use the knowledge to make a logical generalization, and knowledge of

other cultures. TAAS, particularly the social studies examination, is the ideal tool for

assessing these criteria.

The Texas Task Force on Middle School Education also recommended that the

TEA coordinate a system which identifies and evaluates effective school programs. The

public school rating system established by the Texas legislature in 1993 has met the task

force's call for a method of boosting accountability and encouraging (perhaps coercing)

the school administrators and staff to direct their attention toward emphasizing critical

thinking and task performance objectives.

Current Newspaper Articles on TAAS

The TAAS examinations and the new accountability system ordered by the Texas

legislature have received some public attention in the local press. In general, the news

releases published in The Dallas Morning News have stressed the need to improve tests

scores across the content areas and to change the classroom curriculum to meet TAAS

standards. In particular, four articles published in this daily metropolitan newspaper from

May 1993 to May 1994 demonstrate the implications of TAAS scores upon the classroom

curriculum.

The article by Christopher Lee (1993) raised alarm in one Dallas suburb with the

headline: Plano students fare worst on math section of TAAS. The news reporter's

explanation of why Plano's fourth-, eighth-, tenth-, eleventh-, and twelfth- graders scored
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lower on the math examination than on the writing comprehension and reading tests was

twofold. First was cited the district's failure to update the math curriculum for the past

two years; second, the district administrators admitted that the primary focus of recent

teacher in-service training had been on writing skills. Plano students taking the 1992-

1993 TAAS tests scored best on the written comprehension portion. Though the

percentage of Plano students passing each of the three content area examinations was

considerably higher than the state averages, Plano Independent School District (PISD)

officials voiced concern over the need to boost math scores.

Residing in an affluent suburb of the Dallas metroplex, Plano students have

consistently outperformed other students from urban and suburban school districts of the

same size. That PISD officials express disappointment in their student's TAAS scores

and recognize that they must place an even greater emphasis on critical-thinking and

problem-solving skills suggests that all Texas school districts are affected by TAAS and

that they are modifying their curriculums to improve achievement scores.

According to Melanie Lewis (1993), each of the forty elementary and secondary

schools in PISD fall into one of the top three categories as rated by the Texas Education

Agency. However, Dallas and Fort Worth, the two largest school systems in the

metropolitan area, had the most low performing schools of any area district. Sixty-six

of Dallas Independent School District's 195 schools and eighteen of Forth Worth's 123

schools were labelled either "unacceptable" or "low-performing", the lowest ratings on

the TEA system; both designations require public hearings and an improvement plan.

State examiners, according to the news article, found that the vast majority of the low-
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performing and unacceptable schools received their designation because of dismal TAAS

scores.

But not all the news was bad. Nine campuses in the Dallas-Fort Worth area

received the "exemplary" status, meaning that the districts had more than 65 percent. of

their students passing the TAAS test and a dropout rate of 1 percent or less. A total of

sixty-two campuses around the metroplex received the "recognized" rating. Schools

ranked in this second tier had more than 65 percent. of their students passing TAAS and

no more than a 3.5 percent dropout rate. The majority of schools and districts, in both

the state and the Dallas area, were found to be "acceptable", with more than twenty

percent. of the students passing TAAS but below the standards of the "recognized"

category.

Though some school administrators criticized the state's rating benchmarks as

arbitrary and not a valid measure of the success or failure of a school, the news article

ignored challenges to the validity of TAAS scores and the new ranking system. Instead,

the article lauded one school's commitment toward student mastery of the TAAS

objectives. Teachers at Ervin Elementary School in southeast Dallas offered thirty-five

minutes of after-school tutoring twice a week to third and fifth grade students taking the

TAAS tests. According to the article, some teachers conducted Saturday tutorials without

pay. This commitment was cited as the primary reason that Ervin received a

"recognized" rating for the 1992-1993 school year.

Twenty-seven school districts in the Dallas-Forth Worth metroplex were compared

to one another in a table accompanying the news article. The table broke down the
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number of schools in each district that fall into the five categories defined by the state

legislature's mandate. In this manner, parents, teachers, school administrators, and other

interested citizens could compare one district to another on the basis of student TAAS

scores. This table and a comprehensive listing of how individual campuses rate on the

tiered rating scale encourage readers to evaluate the quality of their local education based

primarily on TAAS scores. Thus, the news article serves dual and complimentary

purposes: (a) to educate the reader about TAAS scores and the state's new rating system

for public schools and (b) to raise concern about the local curriculum's compatibility with

TAAS standards.

A third newspaper article has recently re-emphasized concerns about TAAS

scores. Terrence Stutz (1994) captured attentions with the following headline: 26,000

seniors haven't passed TAAS: Exam is required for graduation. Approximately 17

percent. of the class of 1994 failed the exit level TAAS examination despite being given

as many as four opportunities to pass the reading, writing, and math composite. Under

state law, the article noted, students who cannot pass the examination are not allowed to

graduate with their peers.

Despite the number of failures, the negative implications of TAAS were redirected

by a positive note. State Education Commissioner Lionel Meno remarked that the passing

rate for juniors in 1993 (67%) was markedly improved over last year's 54% passing rate.

Meno believes that the TAAS scores for juniors have improved as a result of local

educators exercising more control over their academic programs. "Local educators have

responded enthusiastically to this flexibility by dramatically changing their educational
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programs, and as a result, student achievement is improving" (Stutz, 1994, 22).

The news article reported that the state has moved to help local school districts

bring up their passing rates in the future by granting them waivers from certain state laws

and regulations. Texas schools can receive TAAS waivers if they demonstrate that

specific education requirements are restricting their ability to improve student

achievement. Thus, the potential grief surrounding those students unable to graduate

from high school because of low TAAS scores is being averted through the issuance of

waivers by the TEA.

Student performance on TAAS may jeopardize the teachers' careers more than the

students' future. Joseph Garcia (1994) headlined that superintendents, like Chad Woolery

of Dallas Independent School District, "want to tie ratings of teachers to student results."

The Dallas superintendent plans to modify teacher appraisals to reflect student

achievement on TAAS scores soon. Also, the evaluations of building principals would

be tied more closely to their teachers' performances. Though DISD officials admit that

gauging teachers' work with the same accountability system the district uses to rate its

schools would be difficult, Woolery has volunteered Dallas as a trial site for teacher

appraisal system reform.

Collectively, these four articles demonstrate the trend toward evaluating all school

personnel on the basis of TAAS scores, from the district administrator to the individual

public school student.



CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTION OF DATA

The data for this study was obtained from a survey questionnaire distributed to

fifty seventh-grade social studies teachers in three independent school districts around the

Dallas metropolitan area.

Selection of Subjects

The reasons for selecting seventh-grade Texas History teachers as the subject of

this survey were twofold.

1. For the 1993-1994 academic year, each teacher was responsible for preparing

his or her students for next year's social studies TAAS examination, including the

performance portion of the test which will measure a student's ability to utilize

content information in a creative and thoughtful manner; and

2. Teachers, for the first time, have a set of classroom textbooks that are

correlated to the ten TAAS social studies objectives and that include specific

TAAS practice activities to help students prepare for the upcoming test.

Development of the TAAS Survey

The instrument for collecting data was a eleven-page survey developed by the

researcher. [A copy of the questionnaire can be found in Appendix B]. Statements and

18
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questions used in the survey either were based directly on the TAAS objectives for the

social studies, English language arts, and mathematics or were inspired by Spotlight on

the Middle: Report of the Texas Task Force on Middle School Education.

Approximately half of the survey was composed of close-ended questions.

Participating teachers, for example, were asked to rate the extent to which they emphasize

TAAS objectives based on a scale of one to five and were asked specific yes-no questions

relating to the subject. The other half of the survey consisted of open-ended questions

and additional space for comments on yes-no questions. Many respondents used the

comment line when not feeling comfortable giving a definitive answer or feeling the need

to clarify their thoughts.

The questionnaire was divided into five categories: background information,

curriculum emphasis on TAAS, role of the textbook in TAAS preparation, role of outside

materials in TAAS preparation, and additional factors relating to TAAS emphasis. These

categories were designed to meet the six purposes of this study, outlined in Chapter One.

Distribution of the TAAS Survey

The questionnaire was distributed to fifty teachers at thirteen middle schools in

three independent school districts. All seventh-grade Texas History teachers in these

districts were given an opportunity to participate in the survey. Approval to distribute

the questionnaire was granted by the three school districts on the condition that the

investigator respect the anonymity of the district, the schools, and the teachers involved.

The researcher was denied access to seventh-grade social studies teachers in two school
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districts on account of a policy forbidding thesis research within the district.

When approval from the district and principal was granted, the questionnaire, a

letter of introduction, instructions for the completion of the survey, and a stamped return

envelope were placed in each teacher's mail slot at the front office of the middle school.

A follow-up letter was sent approximately three weeks after distributing the initial

request. A copy of the letter of introduction, the questionnaire, and the follow-up letter

may be found in Appendix B.

The Procedure of Examining the Data

Data from objective responses to statements and questions on the survey were

broken down into its corresponding category and then compiled on a spreadsheet. This

data is presented within Chapter IV in either graphic or tabular form. After analyzing

the responses to a series of questions in each category, the researcher looked for patterns

and relationships among the data, and a generalization was made. Data from subjective

responses to statements and questions on the survey was used to help translate numerical

data into an accurate, written summarization. The researcher attempted to use as much

of the vocabulary and bias recorded in the teacher responses as he could. Through this

method, the voices of the participating teachers define and interpret the major findings

listed in the conclusion of this thesis.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

An analysis of the data collected from the thirty-six seventh-grade social studies

teachers is presented in this chapter. The presentation of data will follow closely the

structure of the research survey. Like the questionnaire itself, the chapter will focus first

on the descriptive data of the survey participants before analyzing the teachers'

curriculum emphasis on TAAS, the role of the textbook TAAS preparation, the role of

outside materials in TAAS preparation, and some additional factors relating to the

inclusion of TAAS objectives within the classroom curriculum.

Background Information

Section I of the survey was designed to answer the following question: What is

the level of teaching experience and the current course work load of the participants? As

described in Chapter I, all the respondents were seventh-grade social studies teachers

during the 1993-1994 academic year; all taught within school districts in the Dallas

metropolitan area. Other than these givens, the questionnaire revealed that the average

participant had taught for approximately nine years in the Texas public schools. Eighteen

teachers, or 50% of the sample, had taught in Texas between six and ten years; nine had

eleven or more years teaching experience; another nine respondents had less than five

years teaching experience.

21
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The background information also revealed that the participants had taught seventh-

grade social studies (Texas history) an average of 5.5 years. Eighteen teachers, or 50%

of the sample, had taught Texas history between one and five years; fourteen respondents

had taught the subject between six and ten years; four had more than ten years

experience.

The work load among the respondents averaged about four social studies classes

each day. However, twenty-one teachers, or 58%, taught five seventh-grade social

studies classes; twelve, or 33%, taught four courses; two participants taught two; only

one teacher tended one Texas history class.

The above information was requested for the purposes of gaining a limited amount

of descriptive data about the survey participants. Further questions into the background

of the teachers, this researcher felt, would not advance the purposes of the thesis, since

the data would not be used to sort the sample and anonymity was to be respected.

Curriculum Emphasis on TAAS

The second set of questions outlined in the questionnaire focused on the degree

to which teachers emphasize specific TAAS objectives and also how they apply ones they

consider most important to the classroom curriculum. Part A asked teachers, "How

frequently have you emphasized each of the social studies TAAS objectives during the

course of the current academic year (1993-1994)?" The ten social studies objectives were

listed in order, and teachers were directed to classify their emphasis as either daily,

weekly, monthly, once per semester, or none at all.
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Before analyzing the feedback, an analysis of the ten social studies objectives are

in order. [For a ready-reference of these instructional targets, see appendix A.]

Objectives one through six all begin with the phrase, "The student will demonstrate an

understanding of...". Understanding is the key word in this phrase. Understanding goes

beyond the act of knowing. When a student knows something, he or she can recall it

upon demand. But understanding connotes the ability to perform a variety of thought-

demanding things with a topic, like generalizing, applying, analogizing, and representing

the topic in a new way. Students who understand are able to act upon knowledge to

demonstrate mastery and to advance the topic in a thoughtful or creative manner. When

objectives one through six call for students to understand a concept, they attempt to push

instructional methods toward higher-level thinking. The first social studies objectives,

it should be noted, do not directly call for teachers to apply critical thinking skills.

But objectives seven through ten do. These instructional targets all begin with the

phrase, "The student will demonstrate the ability to...". The key word here is ability.

Ability implies that students will perform certain tasks in order to demonstrate

understanding. The last four TAAS objectives for the social studies explicitly call for the

teacher to foster analysis, synthesis, and evaluation thinking skills. Thus, objectives

seven through ten complete the call for understanding (objectives one through six) by

mandating the application of content through reflective activities.

If teachers are orienting their classroom curriculums toward critical thinking

objectives, then they should place a heavier emphasis on objectives seven through ten

than on the first six objectives. The results to section II, part A appear in Table 1 on the
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next page. A written analysis appears below.

The first TAAS objective for the social studies reads: The student will

demonstrate an understanding of civic values and the rights and responsibilities of

American citizenship.

Nine of the thirty-six teachers, or 25%, emphasize this objective on a daily basis;

eleven teachers (31 %) grant it weekly attention; ten responses (28%) were given for

monthly; and six teachers (17%) emphasize civic values once per semester. No teacher

replied "not at all". Respondents who choose daily or weekly as a response to survey

questions of this type will be considered to have incorporated the objective into the

classroom curriculum on a routine basis. To limit the amount of space devoted to data

analysis (and the tedium which accompanies it), the combined responses of daily and

weekly emphasis will be considered as a benchmark for strong curriculum emphasis.

Hereafter, only the daily/weekly response rate will be described for each TAAS objective.

For a detailed analysis of teacher response to the TAAS social studies objectives, see

Table 1.

Objective two reads: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the

American and other economic systems. Only 22% place a strong curriculum emphasis

on economics. No teacher deemed this objective worthy of daily emphasis.

Objective three reads: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the

American and other political systems. Sixty-seven percent. cover political topics on a

daily or weekly basis.

Objective four reads: The student will demonstrate an understanding of
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geographical concepts and information. Thirty-two teachers, or 89%, deemed geography

important enough to warrant daily or weekly attention.

Objective five reads: The student will demonstrate an understanding of historical

concepts and information. Ninety-one percent, apply strong emphasis, with 69% of the

respondents granting historical concepts daily focus.

Objective six reads: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the

sociological and cultural factors that affect human behavior. Almost 95% cited daily or

weekly emphasis. Twenty-four out of thirty-six teachers (67%) emphasize this objective

on a daily basis.

Thus, a majority of the teachers place a strong curriculum emphasis on five of the

first six TAAS objectives for the social studies. The study of economic systems receives

infrequent attention, usually on a per month or per semester basis. Although the teachers

generally gave the content mastery objectives strong emphasis, their attention given to the

critical thinking objectives receives greater attention.

TAAS objective seven for the social studies reads: The student will demonstrate

the ability to interpret social studies data. Ninety-two percent. of the responses indicated

a strong curriculum emphasis; approximately 53% practice social studies interpretation

on a daily basis.

Eighty-nine percent. replied that objective eight, "The student will demonstrate

the ability to analyze relationships in social studies," receives a daily or weekly emphasis.

Again, most of the survey indicated social studies analysis occurs on a daily basis.

Objective nine received the greatest combined percentage of daily and weekly
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emphasis. "The student will demonstrate the ability to make generalizations about and

draw conclusions from social studies" drew a combined daily/weekly emphasis of 97%!

Objective ten which states, "the student will demonstrate the ability to use problem-

solving and decision-making skills in a social studies context," also received a strong

response, with 89% of the teachers giving it daily or weekly emphasis. By comparing

the combined daily and weekly response rates of each objective, the researcher discovered

that teachers are placing a greater curriculum emphasis on the higher-order thinking skills

than on the lower-level content mastery targets.

This generalization is reinforced by the feedback from section II part B of the

questionnaire, where teachers were asked: Of the ten social studies objectives, which

three do you consider the most important? Figure 1 illustrates which TAAS objectives

for the social studies received the highest teacher ratings. Collectively, the critical-

thinking objectives were rated higher in importance than the content-mastery oriented

objectives. The ability to use problem-solving skills, expressed in objective ten, received

the highest response rate, with twenty-one out of thirty-six teachers, or 58%, rating it one

of the most important instructional targets. The teachers deemed the understanding of

sociological and cultural factors, expressed in objective six, as the second in importance.

Objective six was the only content mastery objective to receive at least a rating

of 33%, or one-third, The abilities to interpret data, analyze relationships, and draw

inferences and conclusions, defined in objectives 7, 8, and 9, round out the top five

responses to this survey question. Interestingly, no teacher prioritized economics as one

of the three most important social studies objectives.
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Many times teachers can respond to questions and statements on curriculum in

way that does not accurately reflect their classroom practices. Like their students,

teachers can oftentimes sense the answer most desired by a colleague, principal, parent,

or researcher, and then respond according to their perception of "the desired answer."

Taking this into account, part B of section II on the questionnaire also asked teachers to

describe how they apply their favored TAAS objectives in class. The data collected from

this open-ended question reveals that intended outcomes do not always match instructional

practices.

Of the thirty six survey participants, eleven (31 %) were either unwilling or unable

to state how they apply their favorite TAAS objectives to the classroom curriculum.

While this statistic may reflect constraints upon the amount of time available to take the

survey or teacher apathy toward composing written responses about TAAS, another factor

raises doubts about the amount of emphasis instructors place on critical thinking skills.

Many of the respondents who picked objectives seven, eight, nine, or ten were not

specific enough in describing their applications to determine whether critical-thinking

skills are practiced.

For example, one teacher who picked objective seven (interpreting social studies

data) as an important instructional target cited "distinguishing fact from opinion in

newspaper articles" as the application method. Distinguishing fact from opinion is a

lower-level thinking skill which corresponds to understanding historical concepts and

information, described in objective five. A more appropriate strategy for interpreting

social studies data would be the point-of-view writing assignment described by another
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teacher in which students assume the role of a historical personage and respond to an

issue provided by the teacher.

A second example of misapplying a critical-thinking objective is this teacher's

strategy for fostering problem-solving and decision-making skills. "Students, through

cooperative learning, gather information on various cultures and present their findings to

the class." Though cooperative learning can be used to meet the problem-solving

objective, this particular use of the strategy hints strongly of glorified group-work, in

which students assume different roles in collecting data and take turns reciting

information to their peers. An appropriate application of this objective was expressed by

another teacher. "lObjective number ten] is very important. Give students a problem

situation such as the resources of the North and the South [during the Civil War] and ask

them to set up the best battle strategies for each side." Another participant offered:

"Pretend you are [an] historical character? [Ask students:] How would you react to [a

specific] situation? What options do you have? Which is the best one?"

The researcher classified the surveys into three categories based on the quantity

and quality of the responses to the application strategies. Eleven participants failed to

give any feedback on instructional strategies relating to the TAAS social studies

objectives; another eleven described strategies that were either too vague or were obvious

misapplications of the instructional targets; only fourteen surveys (39%) described specific

and appropriate learning applications to the TAAS social studies objectives they selected

as most important. Much of the vagueness and misapplications of strategies centered on

the descriptions of how higher-level thinking objectives were applied to the classroom
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curriculum. Clearly, a comparison of the objective data in this section of the

questionnaire to the subjective data reveals an incongruence between teacher intentions

and practice.

A social studies curriculum which emphasizes student performance tasks and

critical thinking often takes an interdisciplinary approach to learning. Social studies

content may, on any given thematic unit, involve written communication, reading

comprehension, or mathematic skills. Because Texas middle schools have adopted such

organizational strategies as academic teams (or pods) and interdisciplinary thematic units

to link the major content areas, this researcher wondered what emphasis social studies

teachers place upon the TAAS objectives for other subjects. Section II, part C of the

questionnaire asked the social studies teachers: How frequently have you emphasized each

of the following TAAS objectives for writing comprehension, reading comprehension,

and mathematics during the current academic year? Ten objectives selected from the

three content area TAAS requirements were listed. Teachers were directed to classify

their emphasis on the same one to five scale used to rate the ten social studies objectives.

The following written analysis of each, objective will use the combined

daily/weekly response rate as a benchmark to indicate a strong curriculum emphasis. For

a comprehensive analysis of teacher response to the TAAS written, reading, and

mathematics objectives, see Table 2 on the next page.

The first three objectives concern written communication. The first objective

reads: The student will respond appropriately in a written composition to the

purpose/audience specified in a given topic. Sixty-one percent. of the participants placed
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a daily or weekly emphasis on the objective, with twenty-one, or 58%, citing weekly

attention. Approximately 59% of the sample regularly stress objective two: The student

will generate a written composition that develops, supports, or elaborates the central idea

stated on a given topic. Objective three, "The student will organize ideas in a written

composition on a given topic," received a weekly response rate of 64%; no respondents

practice this objective on a daily basis. Overall, the social studies teachers professed a

strong curriculum emphasis on written communication.

The next four objectives listed in this section of the survey focused on reading

comprehension. Objective four read: The student will identify supporting ideas in a

written text. Eighty-six percent. of the sample view this objective as vital to the social

studies curriculum. Response to objective five was equally strong. "The student will

perceive relationships and recognize outcomes in written texts" drew a combined

daily/weekly emphasis of 84%. Incredibly, 35 of the 36 teachers, or 98%, place a strong

emphasize on objective six: The student will analyze information in order to make

inferences and generalizations. This reading objective is very similar to TAAS social

studies objective number nine which calls for students to make generalizations and draw

inferences and conclusions. Social studies objective nine received a 97% combined

daily/weekly emphasis. Similar response rates to the making-inferences-and-

generalizations objectives adds reliability to the results of the survey. Both objectives

depend upon teacher implementation of reflective activities.

Eighty-eight percent. of the teachers give regular attention to objective seven: The

student will recognize points of view, propaganda, and/or statements of fact and nonfact
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in written texts. Clearly, the reading objectives receive a higher priority in the social

studies curriculum than those for written communication.

The final three objectives in part C focus on mathematic skills. Objective eight

reads: The student will estimate solutions to a problem situation. Eight out of thirty-five

respondents, or 23%, emphasize mathematical estimations on a daily or weekly basis;

seventeen percent. do not emphasize this objective at all. The reader should note on

Table 2 that one teacher did not respond to this particular instructional target. Sixty-nine

percent. of the thirty-six participants give objective nine a strong curriculum emphasis.

"The student will analyze or interpret graphs and charts and use the information derived

to solve problems" seemed to complement the social studies curriculum. However,

objective ten, "The student will evaluate the reasonableness of a solution to a problem

situation," fared poorly. Approximately 32% of the teachers identified this instructional

target as worthy of strong emphasis in their classrooms.

The analysis of teacher emphasis on writing, reading, and mathematics objectives

in the social studies curriculum indicates a high priority upon reading outcomes, a strong

regard for writing skills, and a poor attempt to include mathematical concepts, especially

ones which do not target charting and graphing skills.

This generalization is reinforced by the feedback from section II, part D of the

questionnaire, where teachers were asked: Of the ten TAAS objectives for written

comprehension, reading comprehension, and mathematics, which three do you consider

the most important? Figure 2 illustrates which non-social studies TAAS objectives

received the highest teacher ratings. Collectively, the reading objectives (numbers four
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through seven) were rated the highest in importance. "The ability to analyze information

in order to make inferences and generalizations" (objective 6) and "the ability to

recognize points of view, propaganda, and distinguish fact from opinion" (objective 7),

received the second highest response rates, with seventeen out of thirty-six teachers, or

47%, rating them one of the most important instructional targets.

The respondents deemed the written comprehension objectives (numbers one

through three) as second in importance. The teachers indicated that their curriculums

require students to generate more written compositions that "develop main ideas" (number

2) than those that "address a specific audience" (number 1) or "organize ideas around a

given topic" (number 3).

The set of mathematics objectives (eight through ten) received, on average, the

lowest response rate. Ironically, objective nine, which calls for students to analyze charts

and graphs to solve problems, received the highest response rating among the non-social

studies TAAS objectives. This mathematics objective is similar to social studies objective

number ten, which requires students to demonstrate problem-solving abilities. The

analysis of the instructional targets for the social studies indicated that problem-solving

receives the greatest curriculum emphasis. That the research sample rated the problem-

solving objectives in the social studies and in mathematics as the most important focus

in the classroom curriculum grants reliability to the research data. A large difference

between the response rates of these two objectives would raise questions about the value

of the research data.

Only two of the thirty-six teachers rated the other two math objectives among the
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three most important non-social studies instructional targets. In general, the social studies

curriculums neither emphasize the use of mathematical estimations to problem situations

nor ask students to use math concepts to evaluate the reasonableness of a solution.

Part B, section II of the questionnaire also asked teachers to describe how they

apply their favored non-social studies TAAS objectives in class. Unlike the previous

analysis of application strategies for the social studies objectives, the data collected from

the written communication, reading comprehension and math objectives reveal that

teacher attitudes and emphases do match their instructional practices.

Of the thirty-six respondents, only twenty, or 56%, described bow they applied

their favored TAAS objectives in class. Sixteen participants failed to give any feedback

regarding their instructional strategies. Fortunately, those who provided data described

specific and appropriate learning applications about their selections. The following

analysis will consider writing, reading, and mathematics applications separately.

Most of the instructional strategies for written communication focused on either

generating a composition based on a central idea or organizing ideas on a given topic,

objectives two and three respectively. Teacher response indicates that student

compositions originate from central ideas developed by either the textbook, the teacher,

or the individual student. The textbook provides the focus for this teacher who "assigns

students compositions usually from the main ideas given in the textbook chapters."

Another teacher originates main ideas after students collect information on a

culture group and interpret the information orally in class. A third teacher asks students

to generate their own main ideas for compositions. "Using outline notes written as
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cooperative learning groups in class, each student writes an essay explaining a self-

selected topic." This particular teaching strategy models closely the type of task

performance requirements planned for next year's TAAS social studies examination.

Teachers who use cooperative learning activities for data collection followed by individual

reflective assignments are preparing students for the TAAS performance tasks in the same

manner with which they will be conducted next year.

"Organizing ideas on a given topic" also received some strong applications. Each

month, one of the teachers asks students to reflect upon the most important concepts on

a given topic. Students are then assigned composition activities which identify the

concepts they deem most important and elaborate on the significance of each. Another

teacher uses the writing guidelines set by the English teacher and assigns students a

compare and contrast paper. This strategy helps students organize their thoughts and

make connections between two or more people, places or events.

According to the respondents, class discussions help students make connections

between ideas in a written text. Most of the teachers cited class discussions as the most

effective method of achieving the TAAS reading objectives. Several teachers use

newspaper articles and editorials to help students "recognize points of view, propaganda,

and/or statements of fact and nonfact in written texts," described in objective seven. One

teacher commented, "frequently, we spend Fridays discussing current events from

newspaper articles, and then students write in their journals." Thus, newspapers serve

as a stimulus for reading and written comprehension activities. The importance of

recognizing points of view was stressed by one respondent who wrote, "history is biased,
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and I make sure that my students recognize bias!"

Feedback on the application techniques for the mathematics objectives was limited

to objective nine which prescribed chart and graph analysis to solve problems; the four

teachers who included objectives eight and ten on their "most important" list provided no

accompanying instructional strategy. However, of the twenty-three respondents who

chose objective nine, sixteen provided a written response. Thirteen of these sixteen

application descriptions, or 81 %, referred to the charts and graphs skills provided in the

textbook as their principle teaching resource. Three teachers mentioned newspaper graphs

and illustrations as an additional source of data upon which problem-solving activities are

based. The integration of the TAAS mathematics objectives into the social studies

curriculum is not as well developed as the inclusion of writing and reading skills.

Overall, the social studies teachers recognize the importance of incorporating TAAS

objectives from other content areas into their classroom curriculum, and their applications

were well-defined and appropriate.

Recognizing that teachers may approach a specific objective differently, the

researcher wondered which instructional strategies are commonly practiced in the seventh-

grade social studies classrooms. Section V, part G listed seven instructional methods and

asked teachers to place a check mark beside those used to develop and/or increase

students' higher-order thinking skills. The instructional strategies listed in this section

were as follows: cooperative learning, oral presentations, class discussion, debates,

independent research, independent writing assignments, and role playing activities. The

data collected from this question is presented graphically in Figure 3 on the next page.
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The reader should note that several of the instructional strategies labelled along the X-axis

have been abbreviated in accordance with the spacing limitations set within the author's

software program. For example, cooperative learning is abbreviated C.L. and oral

presentations can be identified as Oral P. on Figure 3.

Analysis of the feedback reveals that teachers place a strong emphasis on six of

the seven instructional strategies. Only eight of the thirty-six respondents, or 22%,

employ debates in developing higher-level thinking skills. At least 69% of the teachers

use the other six strategies for analysis, synthesis, and evaluation practices. Many

teachers revealed how they use these critical-thinking strategies in describing their TAAS

application strategies in section II, parts B and D.

One teacher uses class discussions as a brainstorming exercise before assigning

students reflective essays. After reading a section in their textbook, "students discuss or

write about scenarios and/or circumstances in historical settings. [Reflective questions

focus on] why, how, alternative endings. Would y~ii have done this and why."

Another teacher encourages students to make their own decisions through

cooperative learning exercises. "Students [in groups of two or three] research a social

group and teach the class about [their] traditions, customs, and how geography has

affected their lives." Through cooperative learning, students are given the opportunity

to synthesize information, organize it for an oral presentation, and design curriculum.

This same teacher also adds a creative touch to role-playing exercises. "Students take

sides on some social issues and try to formulate a solution. We usually do this at the end

of the year when students role play the legislative branch of government."
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A third respondent assesses creativity and writing abilities through "student

creation of cartoon strips or political cartoons to demonstrate understanding." Teaching

for understanding involves active learning experiences which offer an additional

advantage of being intrinsically motivated.

Teacher response to the list of critical-thinking strategies correlates with the

number and types of instructional applications described in previous parts of the

questionnaire. Most of the TAAS applications mentioned in Section II, parts B and D

involve one or more of the six most popular critical-thinking strategies listed in Section

V, part G. None of the respondents described how or when debates are applied to the

TAAS objectives, though eight teachers identified debates as an instructional strategy used

in their classrooms.

The responses to question G in Section III also pertain to the teachers' curriculum

emphases of the TAAS objectives. It asked, "Are you preparing your students for TAAS

any differently this year than from last year?" Twenty-one teachers, or 58%, replied

"yes"; fifteen participants indicated "no."

Those who responded yes, were then asked, " What new methods are you using?"

Eleven teachers described additional writing activities based on social studies information;

five cited cooperative learning exercises which assess task performances; and six teachers

failed to describe a new instructional strategy.

Many middle school teachers also use bell-ringers or warm-up activities to grab

the attention of the students as they file into the classroom between tardy bells. These

short activities, designed to be completed in five to ten minutes, help focus the students'
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attention to the subject matter while the teacher attends to the class roll or other

responsibilities which may arise at the beginning of any class period. These bell-ringers

provide the teacher an excellent opportunity to practice some of the TAAS objectives.

Section II, parts E and F focus on the correlation between bell-ringers and the

TAAS objectives. Part E consisted of two questions. Teachers were asked first, "Do

you begin class with a bell-ringer?" and second, "if 'yes', how often do you administer

them?" Teachers who responded 'yes' were asked to categorize bell-ringer frequency

according to the average number of days per week they are administered. The combined

results from these two questions are summarized in Figure 4 below.

FIGURE 4

Bell-Ringer Frequency

Daily (33.3%) Never (38.9%)

Three/Week (16.7%) Twice/Week (11.1%)

Twenty-two of the thirty-six respondents, or 61%, begin class with a warm-up

activity; fourteen teachers, representing 39% of the sample, never administer them. Of

the twenty-two teachers who use bell-ringers, twelve (33%) administer them on a daily
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basis; six (17%) do three times a week; and four (11%) administer them approximately

twice each week. No participant responded four times per week or once per week.

Question F asked the twenty-two teachers who use bell-ringers, "How often do

you correlate them to the TAAS social studies objectives?" Teachers classified their

answers as one of five descriptors: every time, most of the time, about half of the time,

some of the time, or none of the time. The results are summarized in Figure 5 below.

FIGURE 5

Bell-Ringers Correlated to TAAS

None of the time (9.1%)

Most of the time (27.3%)

"Every time (63.6%)

Fourteen of the twenty-two teachers, or 64%, correlate their bell-ringers to the

TAAS social studies objectives every time; six, or 27%, do most of the time; two

teachers, representing 9%, never correlate them to TAAS. No teacher chose half of the

time or some of the time as descriptors. Combining the data collected from parts E and

F, twenty of thirty-six teachers (56%) use bell-ringers and correlate them to TAAS; two

teachers use bell-ringers without correlation; and fourteen of the respondents use no
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warm-up exercise at all. Thus, the majority of teachers in the sample begin their classes

with a focus which targets one or more of the TAAS social studies objectives.

Role of the Textbook in TAAS Preparation

Section III of the questionnaire focused on the teacher's evaluation of and

dependency upon the classroom textbook in preparing students for TAAS. The reader

should note that the seventh-grade Texas history teachers have a new classroom text for

the 1993-1994 academic year. The participants in this survey used either Texas and

Texans (Anderson, Wooster, Stanley, & Armstrong, 1993), a new book by Glencoe, or

an updated Texas, Our Texas (Willoughby, 1993). Both books have included TAAS

activities within the student editions and enrichment activities within the teacher editions.

Texas and Texans, however, has correlated each chapter and thematic unit to specific

TAAS objectives, and the publisher also provides a supplemental TAAS activities booklet

along with the text. This booklet gives teachers thirty-six TAAS activity worksheets that

can be easily incorporated into the curriculum. In my contact with various research

participants, I noticed that many teachers used these supplemental TAAS worksheets as

warm-up activities.

Before asking teachers to evaluate their text, some background information was

gathered, about their classroom resources. Questions A and B in Section III of the survey

asked teachers, "What is the title of your current textbook?" and "What was the title of

your classroom text last year?" Twenty-two respondents, or 61 %, use Texas, Our Texas;

fourteen use the Texas and Texans book., All of the participants indicated that Texas, Our
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Texas was last year's classroom text.

Although two different textbooks were used by the participating teachers, the

following analysis of the role of the textbook in TAAS preparation will not distinguish

the data between the titles of the current texts. The purpose of the textbook analysis is

to ascertain the extent to which the textbook, in general, prepares students for TAAS.

The researcher purposely makes no attempt to compare the responses of teachers who use

Texas, Our Texas with those of the Texas and Texans group. All responses will be

considered collectively, purposely not sorted to reflect any similarities or disparities

among the two textbook groups.

Section III, part C asked, "Do you make use of any TAAS activities or test

practices offered by the publisher of the classroom textbook?" Thirty teachers (83%)

answered "yes". Of them, four cited the TAAS activities booklet as the source of their

bell-ringers. Another three described the publisher's activities found in the books and

supplement as "excellent." Three teachers, though, commented that the TAAS activities

found in the textbooks were poorly done.

Part D asked the participants, "How often do you rely on the textbook for

instruction?" Teachers were asked to describe their answer as once a week, twice a

week, three times per week, four times per week, daily, or other. The results are

summarized in Figure 6 on the next page.

Twenty of the thirty-six respondents, or 56%, depend upon the textbook daily.

Nine teachers indicated use of their text three times per week; five use it twice a week;

and the two teachers who replied "other" commented that they do not use their text at all.
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No respondent classified their reliance as once per week or four times a week. Clearly,

the textbook is a leading resource, perhaps the leading resource, in most classrooms.

Because the textbook plays such a vital role in defining the daily activities of

seventh-grade social studies classes, one may wonder how the teachers rate the text in

FIGURE 6

Teacher Reliance on the Textbook for Instruction

Other (5.6%)

Twice/Week (13.9%)

Daily (55.6%)
Three/Week (25.0%)

helping students achieve specific TAAS objectives. Section III, part E asked teachers to

rate their textbook on the ten TAAS objectives for the social studies using a one to five

scale. A rating of one signified excellent; a two above average; a three average; a four

below average; and a five rating meant poor. The sample consisted of thirty-four

respondents; the same two teachers who commented that they do not use a textbook wrote

"does not apply" on this portion of the survey. A comprehensive summary of the results

can be found in Table 3 on the next page.

The following data analysis focuses mostly upon the combined marks of
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"excellent" and "above average." This response rate combination will be considered the

benchmark for adequate TAAS preparation. Objectives which receive an excellent/above

average response rate of 50% or higher will denote the textbooks' satisfaction of that

requirement (a high approval rating). Objectives which receive less than a 50%

excellent/above average rating will denote the textbook's failure to provide sufficient

TAAS preparation activities (a low approval rating).

The reader should remember that the first six TAAS objectives for the social

studies focus on mastery of content and do not necessarily call for higher-order thinking

skills. Objectives seven through ten, however, do. If the new textbooks are helping

teachers orient the classroom curriculum toward critical thinking objectives, then

respondents should place a heavier emphasis on objectives seven through ten than on the

first six objectives.

Teachers gave objective one, understanding civic values and American citizenship,

an approval rating of 38%. Eighteen of the thirty four teachers, or 53%, rated the

textbook preparation as average. Understanding economic systems, stated in objective

number two, received the lowest teacher ratings, with 21 % deeming textbook preparation

satisfactory and 65% rating it below average or poor. Forty-four percent. of the sample

rated understanding political systems (objective three) as receiving adequate textbook

treatment; half indicated that preparation was only average.

The last three of the content-area objectives received markedly higher ratings.

Eighty-eight percent. of the teachers thought geographical concepts were covered

satisfactorily. Understanding historical concepts (objective five) received a combined
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excellent/above average rating of 68%. Seventy-seven percent. of the respondents were

satisfied with the textbook's emphasis on sociological and cultural factors that affect

human behavior (objective six); eighteen teachers, or 53%, gave their textbook an

excellent rating on this instructional target.

The analysis reveals that the textbook satisfied only three of the first six TAAS

social studies objectives, according to the classroom teachers. Civic values, economic

systems, and political models received low textbook ratings. Interestingly these three

objectives also received the lowest curriculum emphasis ratings according to teacher

responses analyzed in Section II, part B of the questionnaire. Perhaps, the inadequacy

of the textbook in satisfying these objectives influences the degree to which teachers

emphasize them in the classroom.

The teachers' lukewarm ratings of the content-mastery objectives did not carry

over to the critical-thinking skills prescribed in instructional targets seven through ten.

The abilities to interpret social studies data, to analyze relationships, to draw inferences,

and to problem-solve described in objectives seven through ten received a high approval

rating of at least 71 %. Either half or a majority of respondents gave the textbook above

average ratings on each of the four objectives. Interestingly, these objectives also

received a high curriculum emphasis rating on Section II, part B of the questionnaire.

At least 89% of the teachers surveyed indicated their curriculums devote daily or weekly

attention to the higher-order thinking TAAS objectives. Perhaps the textbook's strength

in encouraging critical thinking influences the degree to which teachers emphasize them

in the classroom.
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A social studies textbook designed to prepare students for the TAAS performance

tasks and critical thinking exercises may take an interdisciplinary approach to learning.

Social studies content may, on any given thematic unit, involve written communication,

reading comprehension, or mathematic skills. To discover the extent to which the

textbooks incorporate the TAAS objectives from other content areas, Section III, part F

asked teachers, "How do you rate your classroom textbook in helping your students

achieve each of the following TAAS objectives for written, reading, and mathematics

comprehension?" The same ten non-social studies objectives from Section II, part C were

listed again here. A detailed analysis of these teacher ratings appears in Table 4, on the

next page.

The following written analysis of the textbook will consider a combined

excellent/above average rating greater than 50% as a benchmark, indicating that the text

provides satisfactory TAAS preparation. The reader should remember that the first three

objectives in this set concern written communication. Responding in a written

composition to a specific audience (objective one) and generating a composition which

develops a central idea (objective two) received approval ratings of 45%. A majority of

teachers in each instance rated the textbook as average in addressing these two goals.

Fifty-four percent., however, deemed the books satisfactory in preparing students for

organizing ideas in written composition on a given topic (objective three). Overall, the

respondents indicated that their primary resource in the classroom could improve the

written communication activities.

The next four objectives listed in this part of the survey focused on reading
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comprehension. Approximately 79% of the participants deemed the textbook satisfactory

in preparing students to identify supporting ideas in a written text (objective number

four); sixty percent. gave strong marks for perceiving relationships and recognizing

outcomes (number five); twenty-one teachers, or 63%, were satisfied with their

textbooks' abilities to help students analyze information (number six); and fifty-seven

percent. indicated satisfaction with the book's attention to recognizing points of view,

propaganda, and distinguishing fact from opinion. Clearly, the teachers felt the textbook

provided stronger TAAS preparation for the reading objectives than for written

communication. This result mirrors the previous analysis of curriculum emphasis on

reading and writing. Section II part C revealed that the social studies teachers place a

greater emphasis on the reading objectives than on the writing objectives. Perhaps, the

textbook's tendency to emphasize reading skills more than writing skills influences the

degree to which teachers stress them in the classroom.

The results from Section II also revealed that mathematics is given less emphasis

than both reading and writing in the classroom curriculum. An analysis of teacher

textbook ratings for the TAAS mathematics objectives reinforces the connection between

the quality of the textbook material and teacher emphasis of TAAS. Only eighteen

percent. of the respondents believed that the textbook provided students satisfactory

preparation for using math to estimate solutions to a problem situation (objective eight).

Forty-one percent. rated the textbooks as average and another 41% rated them below

average or poor. Twenty-five participants, or 53%, gave charts and graphs analysis

(objective nine) in the textbook strong marks. Evaluating the reasonableness of a solution
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to a problem situation (objective ten), received a 40% textbook approval rating. Overall,

teachers feel their textbook provides satisfactory preparation for the TAAS reading

objectives, lukewarm preparation for writing skills, and grossly inadequate inclusions of

mathematical exercises.

Because the social studies classes have a TAAS correlated textbook for the first

time, the researcher wondered how the teachers evaluate the inclusions of TAAS exercises

and activities within the text. Question H from section III asked, "Comparing last year's

textbook to this year's text, do you think the new text helps you prepare students better

for TAAS?" Twenty-eight of the thirty-four teachers who use the textbook, or 82%,

replied, "yes". Nine teachers commented that the TAAS activities were "helpful" or

"excellent". One of them commented, "The book in use now is by far a better source

of information and more adapted toward the various ethnic cultures that make up our

student population." A teacher who answered "no" to question H, also wrote "This new

text tends to be short and simple -- not enough explanation." A third remarked, "It [the

textbook] has a lot more information that is TAAS related, but the content includes fewer

specific details for the students."

Part I of Section III probed deeper by asking, "Do you think the publisher of your

current textbook could improve the TAAS preparation activities?" Twenty-three of the

thirty-four respondents, or 68%, answered "no". "If no," read a follow up question,

"what specific feature(s) in the publisher's textbook or teacher aides satisfies your need

to help prepare students for TAAS?" Responses included the following:

"End-of-chapter, specific exercises."
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"[Correlation] notes in the teacher's edition, pointing out TAAS activities and

materials."

"The TAAS-referenced teacher's edition."

"TAAS activities are sufficient. Teachers should not teach to the test."

Eleven participants, however, indicated that the publisher could improve the

TAAS preparation activities. Five of these teachers wrote specific suggestions for

improvement. Their responses:

"A higher level of student tasks."

"More ideas on creative writing, more historical documents to use as prompts for

writing assignments."

"Sample TAAS tests."

"More writing prompts and a complete sample test for student practice."

"More TAAS enrichment activities that simulate the performance objectives."

Questions H and I reveal that teachers, for the most part, are satisfied with the

TAAS exercises provided in their textbook, though some indicate that TAAS objectives

need additional emphasis.

The Role of Outside Materials in TAAS Preparation

Section IV of the questionnaire briefly focused on the types of "outside" materials

teachers use to meet the TAAS social studies objectives. Outside materials refer to

educational resources besides the textbook and publisher supplements brought into the
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classroom by the teacher and incorporated into the curriculum. Question A asked

teachers, "Do you bring in outside materials to supplement the textbook in meeting any

of the 10 TAAS objectives for the social studies?" Thirty-one out of the thirty-six

respondents, or 86%, answered "yes."

Question B asked the thirty-one teachers, "What materials do you incorporate into

the curriculum?" Twenty-two participants described specific outside resource materials;

nine participants offered no examples. Of those subjects who contributed written

responses, fourteen cited newspapers; nine listed library books; eight described personally

created assignments that require higher level thinking; seven use videos; seven incorporate

additional maps; and four cited magazines as an outside resource material.

Evidence of outside materials being included in the classroom curriculums is

provided by some of the application strategies teachers previously mentioned in section

II of the questionnaire. One of the teachers who misapplied the higher-level TAAS social

studies objectives, the reader will remember, used newspaper articles and editorials to

help students distinguish facts from opinions. The teacher who asked students to role

play major historical characters and problem-solve had created an original higher-level

thinking activity without the direct support of any print or video media. Another teacher

who uses cooperative learning strategies as a means of gathering data on different social

groups and presenting student-produced cultural models listed maps, library books, and

periodicals among available curriculum resources.
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Additional Factors Relating to TAAS Emphasis

With the different sets of TAAS objectives and Essential Elements demanding a

place within the classroom curriculum, teachers can be overwhelmed, at times, by the

quantity of content material to be covered and the quality of instructional practices

necessary to foster critical thinking. Mandated by the state and assessed annually at

certain grade-levels, the TAAS objectives pressure teachers to reorient their curriculums

toward a heavier emphasis on higher-level thinking skills. The methods by school

administrators to pressure teachers into compliance with TAAS provides the final focus

of this study. Section V of the questionnaire was designed to elicit teacher responses to

these forms of pressure. Originally titled, Pressures to Increase Emphasis on TAAS,

section five was reworded for fear that teachers would become reticent and not elaborate

on their answers.

Question A asked the teachers, "In the past year, has your school district held any

teacher seminars that emphasize the importance of TAAS preparation?" All thirty-six

replied "yes," with eight participants writing additional comments. One added that the

seminars helped teachers "write [curriculum] for and grade the TAAS." Another replied

that the seminars were "very helpful."

However, the other six responses expressed dissatisfaction with the in-service

seminars concerning TAAS. Their comments:

"More [seminars] are needed."

"[The seminars] could be more helpful for the social studies."

"Not enough information is given in the seminars."
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"[They] are not specific enough."

"We need more."

"TAAS [is] stressed more with the eighth-grade teachers for now."

The comments suggest that teachers recognize the importance of increasing TAAS

emphasis within the classroom curriculum and that they are in need of some specific

guidance from their respective school administrators.

Question B asked teachers, "How much importance do you think your school

district places upon TAAS results?" Thirty-four of the thirty-six teachers provided a

written response. Of the respondents, 10 included some form of the word "extreme";

eleven made emphatic statements suggesting "too much"; eleven more described the

importance as "very", "heavy", or "crucial"; two commented that TAAS should receive

more importance within the district. Some of the more elaborative responses to this

question include:

"We teach everything around the TAAS."

"[The importance] is heavy but the test changes faster than we can prepare the

kids."

"TAAS is the foundation of the current curriculum, maybe even more important

than the essential elements."

"Too much! Students should be tested by performing a task other than taking a

test."

"We need more information about preparing our kids for the tests. TAAS results

are critical to district policy."
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"TAAS results are very important to our district and our administration."

"[The district places] heavy emphasis on TAAS, especially in the spring."

"[The importance to the district is] a lot, but [they] do not talk openly about it."

If the school district's place a "heavy" or "extreme" importance on TAAS results,

then how is that importance transferred to the school teachers themselves? Section V,

question C asked, "Do you think teachers are evaluated, in part, on the basis of their

students' TAAS scores?" Twenty-one of the participants, or 58%, replied "yes";

thirteen, or 36%, answered "no"; and two teachers selected neither option and wrote

"maybe?" on the comment line.

Some of the written responses by teachers who replied "yes" to question C

include:

"Probably, though teacher evaluation criteria do not yet include TAAS

performance."

"[Teachers are not evaluated based on TAAS scores] by my principal, but the

district is aware and interested or concerned if your students do not perform well."

"Teachers are not evaluated openly."

Many of the teachers who replied 'no" to question C seemed unsure of their

decision whenever they wrote additional comments. Some of their elaborations include:

"[Teachers are not evaluated] but schools and districts are though."

"[Individual teachers] are not evaluated per se."

"Not yet, but we see it coming."

"Not yet, anyway."
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"I do not know but would not be surprised if one day ... "

In the middle school, TAAS objectives throughout the content areas can be met

by incorporating drills and practices during an advisory or homeroom period. The two

questions in part D were designed to determine if the advisory periods dedicated time

toward achieving the TAAS objectives. The first question asked, "Does your school have

a homeroom, advisory, or study hall period built into the daily school schedule?" All

thirty-six teachers replied "yes." The second question inquired, "If "yes," are these

breaks ever used for TAAS practice sessions?" Nineteen teachers, or 53%, replied "yes";

the other seventeen indicated "no". Thus, about half of the teachers feel the need to

extend TAAS preparation beyond their regular class time.

Requiring teachers to correlate their daily lesson plans to the TAAS objectives is

another method which school administrators employ to encourage TAAS emphasis.

Questions E and F in section V were designed to determine if teachers faced this

pressure. Question E inquired, "Do you correlate your daily lesson plans to TAAS

objectives? Twenty-one, or 58%, of the sample replied "yes"; fifteen responded "no."

Question F inquired, "Are you required to correlate your daily lesson plans to TAAS

objectives?" Sixteen, or 44%, of the sample answered "yes"; twenty responded "no."

When synthesized, the data from these two questions indicates that sixteen of the twenty-

one teachers who correlate their daily lesson plans to TAAS are required to do so. Five

teachers correlate them on a voluntary basis. Thus, a majority of the sample faces

curriculum pressures to increase TAAS preparedness among their students.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

By calling for students to demonstrate higher-order thinking skills and teachers to

measure them through performance-based assessment, the Texas Assessment of Academic

Skills (TAAS) has begun to change the public school curriculums throughout the state.

Although the extent of that impact has yet to be fully examined and assessed, this work

signifies a limited attempt at describing how the TAAS objectives affect classroom

instruction. TAAS aims at driving instructional improvement by emphasizing higher-

order thinking skills and integrating performance-based assessments into the curriculum.

These aims are now in the processes of being met.

This thesis described the current state of TAAS implementation by focusing on the

attitudes and practices of thirty-six seventh-grade social studies teachers. The findings:

1. The TAAS program has resulted in moderate changes in teachers' instructional

practices. In general, the classroom curriculums address the TAAS objectives for the

social studies on a daily or weekly basis. Although the teachers profess to place more

emphasis on higher-order thinking skills than on mastery of the course content, many

were either unwilling or unable to describe accurately their methods of applying the

critical thinking objectives in the classroom. Half of the teachers indicated that their

lesson plans and teaching methods have remained unchanged in the past year; the other

half include additional writing activities within the social studies units.

61
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2. Many of the teachers integrate the TAAS objectives from the language arts and

mathematics into the social studies curriculum. In general, the reading objectives receive

a strong (daily) emphasis; written communication skills are practiced weekly in most of

the classrooms; and mathematical skills, outside of the chart and graph analysis exercises

available in the textbook, receive little, if any, reinforcement.

3. The overwhelming majority of the teachers depend upon the classroom

textbook as the primary source for educational materials. The research data suggests that

the textbook's strengths and weaknesses in encouraging critical thinking and performance

assessment skills influences the degree to which teachers emphasize them in the

classroom. Though most of the teachers bring in additional resources into the classroom,

a strong correlation exists between the teachers' evaluation of the classroom textbook and

the emphasis they place on each TAAS objective.

4. Teachers face numerous pressures to increase TAAS scores. Within the past

year, all of the research participants had attended at least one seminar which emphasized

TAAS preparation. Although a majority of them believe that the district places too much

emphasis on TAAS scores, many criticize the district for not providing them additional

resources and training opportunities on performance-based assessment. Teachers suspect

that they are evaluated in some way on the basis of their student's TAAS scores, and a

majority of them use advisory periods for TAAS practice sessions.
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Conclusions

1. The research indicates that a majority of public school teachers fail to transfer

the TAAS objectives into classroom practice. The teachers' unwillingness or inability to

describe specific instructional strategies designed to foster critical-thinking coupled with

many instances of teachers applying a lower-order application to a higher-order thinking

objective suggests that authentic classroom practice remains unchanged. Infrequent, one-

day seminars on TAAS, limited teaching materials, and unfamiliarity with performance-

based assessments may account for this failure.

2. A heavy reliance upon the classroom textbook also appears to impede many

teachers from incorporating innovative teaching strategies which encourage critical

thinking and performance assessment. The textbook seems to influence the degree to

which teachers emphasize TAAS in the classroom. Generally, the classroom curriculums

mirror the textbook's strengths and weaknesses in satisfying certain TAAS objectives.

3. Teacher feedback on the pressures they face to increase curriculum emphasis

on TAAS suggests that administrative pressure alone will not achieve the goal of

widespread inclusion of performance-based assessment in the classroom. Administrative

pressures to increase TAAS performance is not accompanied by an equally strong training

program designed to facilitate teacher acceptance and implementation of the program.

The written comments by some of the participants indicate that some teachers disagree

with the idea of teaching to a state mandated test, regardless of its intention to measure

critical thinking skills. However, the majority of the teachers surveyed suggest that they

want and need additional training and/or teaching resources to satisfy the new standards.
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Recommendations

Performance-based assessments, like TAAS, cannot drive the necessary curriculum

improvements without a method of reorienting instructional practices. To unify

performance-based assessment of higher-order thinking skills with appropriate classroom

practice, extensive resources and training are needed. Professional development

opportunities and/or experiences with model educational centers might help teachers

modify their classroom practices in a way which excites their creativity and allows them

to retain a sense of ownership in planning and implementing lessons.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A. How many years (including this year) have you taught in the Texas public schools?

B. How many years (including this year) have you taught Texas History?

C. How many Texas History classes do you teach this year?

II. CURRICULUM EMPHASIS ON TAAS

A. How frequently have you emphasized each of the social studies TAAS objectives
during the course of the current academic year (1993-1994)? Please use the
number codes below.

1 Daily 2 Weekly 3 Monthly 4 Once Per Semester 5 Not at All

1. The student will demonstrate an understanding of civic values and the
rights and responsibilities of American citizenship.

2. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the American and other
economic systems.

3. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the American and other
political systems.

4. The student will demonstrate an understanding of geographical concepts
and information.

5. The student will demonstrate an understanding of historical concepts and
information.

6. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the sociological and
cultural factors that affect human behavior.

7. The student will demonstrate the ability to interpret social studies data.
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8. The student will demonstrate the ability to analyze relationships in social
studies.

9. The student will demonstrate the ability to make generalizations about and
draw inferences and conclusions from social studies information.

10. The student will demonstrate the ability to use problem-solving and
decision-making skills in a social studies context.

B. Of the ten social studies objectives listed above, which three do you consider the most
important and how do you apply them to the classroom curriculum?

How objective is applied in the classroom

- I

Objective #
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C. How frequently have you emphasized each of the following TAAS objectives for
written comprehension, reading comprehension, and mathematics during the course
of the current academic year (1993-1994)? Please use the number codes below.

I Daily 2 Weekly 3 Monthly 4 Once Per Semester 5 Not at All

Written Comprehension

1. The student will respond appropriately in a written composition to the
purpose/audience specified in a given topic.

p s u e i i io2. The student w ill generate a w ritten com position that develops, supports,
or elaborates the central idea stated in a given topic.

3. The student will organize ideas in a written composition on a given topic.

Reading Comprehension

4. The student will identify supporting ideas in a written text.

5. The student will perceive relationships and recognize outcomes in written
texts.

6. The student will analyze information in order to make inferences and
generalizations.

7. The student will recognize points of view, propaganda, and/or statements
of fact and nonfact in written texts.

Mathematics

8. The student will estimate solutions to a problem situation.

9. The student will analyze or interpret graphs and charts and use the
information derived to solve problems.

10. The student will evaluate the reasonableness of a solution to a problem
situation.
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D. Of the ten TAAS objectives for written comprehension, reading comprehension, and
mathematics listed above, which three do you consider the most important and how
do you apply them to the classroom curriculum?

Objective # How objective is applied in the classroom

E. Do you begin class with a bell ringer?

Yes No

If "yes", how often do you administer them?

Once a week Four times per week

Twice per week

Three times per week

Daily

Other (please specify

frequency)
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F. How often are the bell-ringers correlated to the TAAS social studies objectives?

Every time Some of the time

Most of the time None of the time

About half of the time

III. ROLE OF THE TEXTBOOK IN TAAS PREPARATION

A. What is the title of the current textbook used in your seventh grade history class?

B. What was the title of your classroom text last year?

C. Do you make use of any TAAS Activities or Test Practices offered by the publisher
of the classroom textbook?

Yes No

Comments?

D. How often do you rely on the textbook for instruction?

Once a week

Twice per week

Three times per week

Four times per week

Daily

Other (please specify
frequency)
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E. Below is a listing of the ten TAAS objectives defined by the Texas Education Agency
(TEA) for the social studies programs. How do you rate your classroom textbook
in helping your students achieve each objective? Please use the following rating
scale:

1 Excellent 2 Above Average 3 Fair/Average 4 Below Average 5 Poor

1. The student will demonstrate an understanding of civic values and the
rights and responsibilities of American citizenship.

2. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the American and other
economic systems.

3. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the American and other
political systems.

4. The student will demonstrate an understanding of geographical concepts
and information.

5. The student will demonstrate an understanding of historical concepts and
information.

6. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the sociological and
cultural factors that affect human behavior.

7. The student will demonstrate the ability to interpret social studies data.

8. The student will demonstrate the ability to analyze relationships in social
studies.

9. The student will demonstrate the ability to make generalizations about and
draw inferences and conclusions from social studies information.

10. The student will demonstrate the ability to use problem-solving and
decision-making skills in a social studies context.
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F. Below is a listing of ten TAAS objectives for written comprehension, reading
comprehension, and mathematics. How do you rate your classroom textbook in
helping your students achieve each TAAS objective? Please use the following rating
scale:

1 Excellent 2 Above Average 3 Fair/Average 4 Below Average 5 Poor

Written Comprehension

1. The student will respond appropriately in a written composition to the
purpose/audience specified in a given topic.

2. The student will generate a written composition that develops, supports,
or elaborates the central idea stated in a given topic.

3. The student will organize ideas in a written composition on a given topic.

Reading Comprehension

4. The student will identify supporting ideas in a written text.

5. The student will perceive relationships and recognize outcomes in written
texts.

6. The student will analyze information in order to make inferences and
generalizations.

7. The student will recognize points of view, propaganda, and/or statements
of fact and nonfact in written texts.

Mathematics

8. The student will estimate solutions to a problem situation.

9. The student will analyze or interpret graphs and charts and use the
information derived to solve problems.

10. The student will evaluate the reasonableness of a solution to a problem
situation.
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G. Are you preparing your students for TAAS any differently this year than from last
year?

Yes No

if "yes", what new methods are you using?

H. Comparing last year's textbook to this year's text, do you think the new text helps you
better prepare students for the TAAS test?

Yes No

Comments?

I. Do you think the publisher of your current textbook could improve the TAAS
preparation activities?

Yes No

If "yes", what improvements do you suggest?

If no, what specific feature(s) in the publisher's textbook or teacher aides satisfy your
need to help prepare students for TAAS?
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IV. ROLE OF OUTSIDE MATERIALS IN TAAS PREPARATION

A. Do you bring in outside materials to supplement the textbook in meeting any of the
10 TAAS objectives for social studies?

Yes No

B. If you answered "yes" to the above question, what materials do you incorporate into
the curriculum?

V. ADDITIONAL FACTORS RELATING TO TAAS EMPHASIS

A. In the past year, has your school district held any teacher seminars that emphasize the
importance of TAAS preparation?

Yes No

Comments?

B. How much importance do you think your school district places upon TAAS results?

C. Do you think teachers are evaluated, in part, on the basis of their students' TAAS
scores?

Yes No
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Comments?

D. Does your school have a homeroom, advisory, or study hall period built into the daily
school schedule?

Yes No

Comments?

If "yes", are these breaks ever used for TAAS practice sessions?

Yes No

Comments?

E. Do you correlate your daily lesson plans to TAAS objectives?

Yes No

Comments?

F. Are you required to correlate your daily lesson plans to TAAS objectives?

Yes No

Comments?
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G. Please check those instructional strategies you use to develop and/or increase higher
level thinking skills among your students. Higher level thinking skills consist only of
analysis, synthesis (problem solving), and evaluation activities.

Cooperative Learning

Oral Presentations

Class discussion

Independent Research

Independent Writing Assignments

Role Playing

Debates
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February 16, 1994

Larry Harmon
2213 Huntington
Plano, Texas 75075

[XXXXX] Independent School District
[YYYYY] Middle School

Dear Teacher:

To fulfill a thesis research requirement for a masters degree in Secondary
Education at the University of North Texas, I am seeking information on how seventh
grade social studies teachers apply the TAAS objectives to the classroom curriculum. I
would appreciate your input by completing the attached questionnaire. Permission to
distribute the survey was granted by [ZZZZZJ. The survey is voluntary and should take
approximately 20 minutes of your time. The anonymity of the school district and the
participants will be respected. Also, please find attached a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.

Thank you for your participation and the return of the questionnaire.

Sincerely,
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March 10, 1994

Larry Harmon
2213 Huntington
Plano, Texas 75075

[XXXXX] Independent School District
[YYYYY} Middle School

Dear Teacher:

Three weeks ago, I requested your input on a TAAS survey. Though over half
of the participants have responded so far, I would like to receive a larger research
sample.

Would you please reconsider and help me fulfill a thesis requirement by filling out
the attached questionnaire? The survey should take only a few minutes of your time, and
I would greatly appreciate your input.

Thank you,
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
Texas History and Geography, Grade 7

1. Exploration and colonization of Texas. The student shall be provided the
opportunity to:

(A) describe the location, history, and cultures of the early inhabitants of Texas;
(B) analyze the relationships for, locations of, and results of European exploration

and colonization; and
(C) explain the roles of and contributions of notable individuals and groups

representative of various racial, ethnic, religious, and cultural backgrounds in
the exploration, colonization, and development of Texas.

2. Achievement of Texas independence and statehood. The student shall be
provided opportunities to:

(A) analyze reasons for and effects of Anglo American settlement in Texas;
(B) analyze reasons for conflict with Mexico;
(C) describe major events of the Texas Revolution (including the significance of

the Texas Declaration of Independence, the Alamo, and the Battle of San
Jacinto);

(D) analyze the problems and successes of the Republic of Texas;
(E) describe the developments and events leading to annexation and statehood;
(F) analyze the causes and results of the Mexican War;
(G) analyze reasons for and the involvement of Texas and Texans in the Civil

War; and
(H) explain the roles of notable individuals of various ethnic, racial, and cultural

backgrounds in Texas independence, statehood, and Civil War.

3. Political, economic, geographic/environmental, and social developments in
Texas, post-Civil War to the 20th century. The student shall be provided
opportunities to:

(A) analyze the political, economic, and social effects of the Civil War and
Reconstruction on Texas;

(B) analyze the effects of the Constitution of 1876 on political developments;
(C) describe ethnic, racial, and cultural, groups and individuals who settled in

Texas (including reasons for immigration, patterns of settlement, and way of
life);

(D) analyze the role of natural resources and major industries (e.g., agriculture,
railroads, cattle) in the economic development of Texas;

(E) explain the extension of the frontier and its impact on settlers and native
Americans; and
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(F) identify the major political, economic, and social issues and leaders of the
period.

4. Economic, political, and social development of Texas in the 20th century. The
student shall be provided opportunities to:

(A) analyze the changes in the Texas economy and its relationship to the United
States and the world;

(B) analyze the reasons for and the effects of urbanization of the state;
(C) describe the involvement of Texans in foreign affairs;
(D) analyze the problems and progress in the state's educational system;
(E) analyze the development and the economic, political, and social impact of a

changing multicultural population;
(F) describe changes in the structure and functions of government at the

municipal, county, and state levels;
(G) describe changes in the composition of political parties in Texas and their

relationships to the national political scene;
(H) describe developments in culturally related fields, (e.g., art, music, drama,

literature, etc.); and
(I) explain the roles of and contributions by notable individuals and groups

representative of the various ethnic, social, and cultural backgrounds in state,
national, and international settings.

5. Geographic influences on the development of Texas. The student shall be
provided opportunities to:

(A) describe the major physical and cultural features of the regions of the state;
(B) locate and explain the importance of selected places;
(C) analyze the interrelationships of physical features and distribution of natural

resources on population movements, economic development, and patterns of
settlement; and

(D) analyze impact of human activities on the natural environment of the state.

6. Respect for self and others. The student shall be provided opportunities to:

(A) be aware of and respect differing values and beliefs among individuals and
groups; and

(B) recognize how societal values affect individual beliefs and values.

7. Democratic beliefs and personal responsibility. The student shall be provided
opportunities to:

(A) accept the consequences of one's decisions and actions;
(B) understand the underlying principles of the Texas Declaration of Independence

and Constitution, including the Bill of Rights;
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(C) identify personal responsibility in the use and preservation of the natural
environment;

(D) value open-mindedness, tolerance of different opinions, civic participation,
and compromise as important aspects of the political process;

(E) respect and support the laws of one's society and work responsibly to change
laws one considers to be unjust;

(F) support the democratic processes of the republican form of government; and
(G) support the basic civil values of American society (e.g.,justice, responsibility,

political and religious freedom, private property, voluntary exchange, and
respect for the law).

8. Support for the American economic system. The student shall be provided
opportunities to:

(A) recognize the role of profit and competition in the American economic system;
(B) acknowledge the role of government in regulating competition of both

consumers and producers;
(C) acknowledge the right of individuals to acquire, responsibly use, and dispose

of property; and
(D) recognize that citizens, through legal political activities, can influence

economic decisions made by the government.

9. Application of social studies skills. The student shall be provided opportunities
to:

(A) analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information;
(B) interpret visual materials (e.g., charts, graphs, pictures, maps);
(C) distinguish fact from opinion;
(D) sequence historical data;
(E) perceive cause/effect relationships;
(F) use problem-solving skills; and
(G) apply decision-making skills.
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TAAS OBJECTIVES FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES

DOMAIN: Understanding Social Studies Concepts and Information

Objective 1:

Objective 2:

Objective 3:

Objective 4:

Objective 5:

Objective 6:

The student will demonstrate an understanding of civic values and the rights
and responsibilities of American citizenship.

The student will demonstrate an understanding of the American and other
economic systems.

The student will demonstrate an understanding of the American and other
political systems.

The student will demonstrate an understanding of geographical concepts
and information.

The student will demonstrate an understanding of historical concepts and
information.

The student will demonstrate an understanding of the sociological and
cultural factors that affect human behavior.

DOMAIN: Evaluating Social Studies Concepts and Information

Objective 7: The student will demonstrate the ability to interpret social studies data.

Objective 8: The student will demonstrate the ability to analyze relationships in social
studies.

Objective 9: The student will demonstrate the ability to make generalizations about and
draw inferences and conclusions from social studies information.

Objective 10: The student will demonstrate the ability to use problem-solving and
decision-making skills in a social studies context.
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